
WRITING ACTION SCENES IN NOVELS FOR KIDS

Fonda Lee, author of debut novel ZEROBOXER and experienced fighter, shares how to write realistic and satisfying
action/fight scenes.

Is this conflict getting the character closer or further away from their goals? Subscribe to our FREE email
newsletter and download free character development worksheets! Some action scenes are fast and deadly,
some are longer and suspenseful. Set up the action in an environment where the place can add to the
excitement of the scene, where one false move could make things a lot harder for your heroes. You can read
the first chapter at Amazon. An animal snarl clawed its way up his throat. Each sentence is short, the written
equivalent of a sudden move. Ask yourself what the purpose of the fight scene is. If he learns it, then he can
win the scene, otherwise, he should lose. This is their time to shine. Discouraged, I trashed the first draft and
did some further research. Shorter sentences are easier to digest. He does a terrific job of putting you in the
action. First, think about what the fight scene does. Again, Han shooting first and Indy shooting the
swordsman both fit the characters. Make sure the stakes justify the action. But there was one aspect of writing
that I was sure would be much easier than the rest: the action scenes. Television and movies have taught us
that the choreography of a fight is the important thing, but different mediums call for different tricks. Readers
demand clarity. What kinds of verbs do they use? For a moment, he looked like he would puke, but he
managed to straighten up. What kinds of sentences do they use in the faster scenes? I wiggle when I read fight
scenes. Pure rage crossed his face. He lifted right up off his toes, clearing the ground. She felt hot breath on
her neck, a spattering of carrion-scented saliva.


